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Honest Hip Hop meant to educate and enlighten. The next step in Human Evolution Revolutionary reality

rap 18 MP3 Songs HIP-HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, SPOKEN WORD: Instructional Details: Kritical Kontact

brings a New Age revolutionary reality rap to a society of conditioned consumers who are finally ready for

something original. "The day after yesterday" is their new album, although it is packed with thought

provoking lyrics, it also has party tracks and fun loving songs to. Kritical Kontact was formed in 1999. The

group is based out of Minnesota and consists of 3 MC's and 1 DJ. Jaze(MC), Bliss(MC), Legitimite(MC)

and Dj Delgado. Individually they have been writing music for over 10 years, collectivly they have been

writing, recording, and performing original music for over 8 years. After gaining populatrity in 2002 their

music was recognized by various radio stations in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Kritical Kontact has now

been played on the college air waves through out the midwest, for over 5 years. In 2005 Kritical Kontact

started recieveing air play through out most of the country when Clear Channels KBMX 107.7 FM in

Duluth MN. Started playing the groups music on their nationally broadcasted weekend radio show. Kritical

Kontact has done many on air interviews and the group memebers have promoted their music constantly,

earning them a credible following and steadily growing fan base which spreads across the country and

the rest of the globe. Althought influenced by a wide range of musical talents, from Classic Rock to Hip

Hop, the groups real influences come from everyday life. What sets Kritical Kontact apart from other

musical acts? They send a positive message thru music.. They are intelligent, conscious and sincere.

They are said to have captivating Live shows with originality and intense desire. "Bliss" has gained

recognition as an accomplished battle rapper, after competing in various MC Battles including Scribble

Jam 2006(Scribble Jam is Americas largest Hip Hop Festival and is held in Cincinnati OH.) THIS IS THE

NEXT STEP OF THE EVOLUTIONARY IMPULSE
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